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Our Learning Journey
We have been developing our drawing skills by
sketching and colouring views from Florida. We
have been thinking about the size and position of
objects and are pleased with our results.
We have begun to group numbers and know that
this is called division. We are realising that the
links between numbers can help us to determine
inverse relationships.
We have cut out our patterns for our Christmas
decorations. We have now begun to sew the
different elements but are finding it tricky to
keep the thread and needle together!

Focus on Learning
Next week:
We will be having assessments for
reading and maths.
We are looking forward to seeing the
KS1 Nativity dress rehearsal.
We will consider why Jesus came, as
a gift, to earth.
We will continue to sew our Christmas
decoration.
We will be rehearsing our songs for
the KS2 Carol Concert.

Star Learner-

We have thought about Christmas and have
thought about presents for babies and now
realise that the gifts given to Jesus were for later
in his life.

Well done to Findlay and Reuben
who used size and position to produce
a detailed drawing.

Reminders to Families
This half term, the children will take
part in Rugby. They will need an outdoor
PE kit with trainers. A hat, spare socks,
fleece and joggers will help to keep us
warm. A plastic carrier bag for muddy
trainers would be very useful too.

Well done to Oliver, Nic and Harvey for
taking part in the Rock Steady Concert. They
were all very confident playing their guitars.

To support our science learning, please
could your child bring in a small sample
of soil in a 2l bottle.
Thank You

